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SANANDA

I AM Sananda. And as always it is wonderful to be with you with this group with
all that share in our understanding our remembering of who and what we all
are.

For this is the crux, everyone, this is what we came here to do. All of you …
myself included for I came as you came with me so long ago. We all came
together. We all are experiencing this evolution of man together. We are all
feeling and knowing this consciousness as it raises together. There is no one
here that listens and acclimates or resonates to these words -- no one -- that is
not beginning to remember who they are.

The move through this awakening process or this re-awakening process for so
many of you have been here and done this before. Many of you have
experienced these changes, these levels of vibration that you are going through
now. So many of you have experienced it long ago and are re-experiencing it

now. And the time to feel down and depressed and like it is taking too long, that
we need to speed these things up; that time is over.

The time to be is to be in the now, to be experiencing everything that you are
experiencing in the now but feel it at a higher level of your being. Feel it as the
Source within you for that is the expression you are all moving back toward, is
to feel and know the Source and you as one, that you and your Godself are
one. You have always been one and will always be one and there can never be
a separation of that which you have always known because you have always
been that and always will be.

The times that feel like all is lost, that feel like the world is falling apart, like
people are not advancing, are not becoming who they need to be, those times
are passed. It is time now to realize and understand that this is the moment you
came here for. This is those times, those end times that were spoken of by
myself as Yeshua. These are those times when all seems lost. But yet as you
look at everything as lost you know that everything is about to come forward.
Everything is about to shift and change. We are all about this shift, the shift in
consciousness.

And when you experience these meditations you are experiencing the shift of
consciousness in that moment. And just for that moment it is affecting you, it is
changing you, it is shifting and changing your DNA. It is reawakening your third
eye. It is bringing back the process of all that you have known previously
because all that you have known previously is right there in front of you
separated yet by a veil. That veil as you hear many many times is shifting, is
dissipating, and will eventually be completely gone. But what will that be like
when that veil has completely dissipated? What indeed will that be like in that
time?

So you see, of those things that have been oblivious to you until now? Will you
see that other side of life that you call death? Will you see those appear once
again? Some yes. Will you see the Elemental world in front of you? Yes, many
of you will.

You will feel and know all those things which you knew previously because all
of that will come back to your remembrance in those moments as you fully
remember who you are.

I AM Sananda. I leave you now. All of my peace and love be with you as I turn
this over to my dear beloved now. Peace and love be with all of you.

LADY NADA

Yes and I AM Lady Nada. So wonderful to share with you; to experience this level of
consciousness that you are moving back into once again; to see and know the smiles upon
your face as this shift is happening.

Some of you, yes, are feeling the shift in a more negative way at times. Some of you are
feeling this shift and knowing how wonderful it is. But all of you are feeling the love
expression being more and more pronounced within you, more and more pronounced in
your fellow man. If you would but look and use your eyes to see and your ears to hear for
so much is there right in front of you, you only need to open up to it.

The veil is only there for those who will not see beyond it. Know this. For the veil itself is
not real. It is part of the illusion of this three-dimensional level of being. It's only as real as
you make it. So I tell you now, I ask you now, begin to look at that veil and see it no
more. Know that it is gone. Not to simply believe it but to know it. And as you continue to
work in this way, you will not only see through the veil, the veil will be gone. For it is there
for each of you; within each of you but it is your own personal veil.

Yes there is a collective veil, but once you have dissipated that one within you the
collective veil will be gone for you as well.

So I tell you to practice this. Practice seeing the veil as being gone as in the movie “The
Matrix” seeing that "there is no spoon" -- for there is not. There is only oneness in all
things.

Practice this now. Work with this. Many more tools will be giving you as this continuing
process develops. As each of you acclimate to these energies, as each of you are ready to

continue to work with the higher level of energies you will be given newer tools … not given
by us but remembered by you.

I leave you now. I AM Lady Nada. I so enjoy these times we can be together and I leave
you in all of my love in peace.

ONE WHO SERVES

Om Mani Padme Hum. Om Mani Padme Hum. Om Mani Padme Hum. Om, Om. Greetings
to you!
Wonderful as always to be with you, to share with you, to experience with you.

And we would say here that to help many of you to understand what is occurring here we
are going to give a bit of an analogy here to help you to understand that things are
changing, that you are changing. That many things that we have been working with you on
are having an effect. So we use this analogy of your movie those of you who remember
“The Karate Kid”. So many of you must remember this movie The Karate Kid.

And Mister Miyagi, the leader there, the one who was helping the young one -- do not
remember the name here of that one [Daniel/aka Karate Kid] -- but he was helping him.
But he was helping him without him even realizing he was being helped. For what did he
say? Paint the fence. Wax the car. Wax on -- wax off, all of these things. And he was doing
these repetitive motions over and over and not understanding why he was having to do it
and yet he was doing it. He was following discipline. And he was following the discipline,
doing what he was being told, not understanding why but yet doing it and getting tired. His
hand was getting tired but he kept doing it and doing it and doing it. And then finally he
broke.

Finally he said I'm not doing this anymore unless you tell me why we are doing it. And
Mister Miyagi then turned to him and said paint the fence and he struck at him. And as he
struck at him the painting the fence, the arm went up immediately spontaneously because
this is what this one, this student had learned to repeat the motion over and over and it
became secondhand or simple to him; as second nature to him as he went through these
motions: paint the fence, wax the car, all of these things.

And this one, this student realized that he had learned karate! He had learned the
beginning of martial arts just from doing this, without even knowing he was doing this.

Now why do we say all this? We say this now because many of you are wondering, what
are we learning here. It is the same thing over and over and over -- some think this. Not all
-- but some think this. And we tell you this now because yes, we are purposely being
repetitive over and over. Because as we are doing this with you, you are learning from
painting the fence; you are learning from waxing the car; you are learning.

Your third eye center is increasing. Your DNA processes are reconnecting once again. All
of these things are shifting and changing without you really even knowing that it is
happening. You wonder timewise, when is it going to happen, when is this going to happen
and we tell you it is already happening! And you look around you and you say, “What is
happening? Nothing has changed. It is the same thing. The same old same old.” But yet,
just as in the movie, it did change. Everything changed in those repetitive motions.

Everything changes in these things we repeat over and over to you because little by little it
is getting in there. It is getting into those thick noggins of yours. You see? There is a
method to our madness.

As to the timeframe you know we cannot give times. And even if we could we will not
because that would spoil the surprise. That would take it away from you. For when some of
these changes actually begin -- some of the more prominent ones that we have spoken of,
that you have heard of many times here over and over -- when they actually begin to
happen you will be amazed and shocked and thrilled and in blissful state as it occurs.

But if we give you a date -- if we even knew the date to give -- and if we did give those
dates and you come to those times and it does not happen, and you become disconsolate
as many of you have. For you have heard dates before … many times. And things did not
happen as you wanted them to happen.

But yet things did happen in those dates, in those times. You just were not aware of them.

But many of you as you open those eyes and open your ears to those things that are yet
unseen by most: they are there, we are there, all the experiences you have been waiting
for and hoping for are here now.

We always say be in the now because there is nothing better than the perfect now that you
are in. So trust, believe, experience. Let it all be as it is to be. "It is what it is". Come to
understand that more and more fully and then everything in your life will be seen as a rosy
picture for you if you look at it in this way.

The James was guided earlier to say "Attitude Leads to Altitude". It’s very, very true.

Now we are done off our soap box here. We are ready for question. You can un-mute your
phones now those of you that wish to ask question. But before you ask a question, those of
you that might be new, we do not play games here. We do not play with psychic
interpretations and psychic predictions and all of these things because predictions are
nothing more than probability of something occurring. The future is nothing more than the
probability that something will happen. So look at it in this respect and ask your questions.

[No immediate responses]

We scared you off on that, huh?

Q&A

Q: Would you recommend The Five Rites for one who has been experiencing vertigo?

OWS: Now for this, for you specifically we would answer this in this way. You must look
within yourself to ask this question. It is not for us or anyone else to say yes or no to your
going through and doing this. But as you do whatever it is that you do, know that you do it
with guidance, you do it with preparation, you do it little by little at first. If you are going to
do the Rites do them little by little to begin with.

We will tell you a little bit about these Rites. They are ancient if you do not already know it.
Those of you who have not read this book these are very ancient yoga rites and they have
a great deal of change that comes as a result of doing these. Just as anything, when you
begin to work with the energies within you, and we speak specifically about the chakra
energy and the kundalini energy here, as you begin to work with this you must be careful.
You must be very careful because changes can happen that you are not expecting for
them to be if you are not prepared for this fully.

This is why we say as the Charles said earlier, you must ask for your guidance, your inner
guidance and it will direct you if you listen to it. As for someone who is already
experiencing vertigo, that type of thing, this may tend to exacerbate that … and it may not.
It depends. We would suggest to try it and see. If it is too much stop doing it. Now this is
for all. If you are trying it and doing it and it is feeling like it is not for you then don't do it.
Simple as that. Okay?

Q: I live in a quaint little village St Congenesbury [??] and I was wondering if Sananda
would have a very long long time ago passed through this village as he went to
Glastonbury (England)?

OWS: As we are looking at this Sananda has been many places. Yeshua also has been
many places. So has Ashtar. So has Archangel Michael. There are so many that are right
there in front of you and many of you do not even see us when we are there. That is
because of the veil within you certainly but we are there more than you can possibly
imagine.

But the one we believe you are speaking of is Maitreya. Maitreya as the Christ is the one
you are speaking of specifically in that particular area. He has been there in body, physical
body, and has brought his vibrations down to be able to be in that area at those times.
Others of us have been there at times as well. Whenever there is a need, whenever there
is a reason to be dropping our vibrations down to come to yours more fully.

But we say this in helping you to understand though that that will not happen much longer
because your vibrations are already increasing. So for us to come down to your vibrations
becomes less and less of a chore for us here you might say. You are coming up. Then, as
you are coming up we can come down a little bit but eventually you will be right up there
with us. And when you are there with us we will party. Okay?

Q: I have gone within to find out about my other aspects of me and I always think I'm
getting an answer and then I feel: is that the right answer, am I being infiltrated, is it wrong,
is that right. Many people confirm with ‘yes you are who you are’ I think we doubt
ourselves. But it is only because of the influences that are here right now. The dark
influences can overshadow your judgment.

OWS: That is correct. Many ask within themselves. They ask for guidance, they look for
their guides to speak to them, they ask in prayer for answers, and they receive them but
they do not know they receive them because there is so much commotion going on, both
outside of themselves and within as well. For if there is a great deal of chatter going on
within the mind, many different thoughts, conflicting thoughts and all of these things, it is
difficult for those of us to get through that barrier that is there and for you to hear us. And
also in the area wherever you find yourself. Not only for this one who is asking this
question but for many all over the planet. Certain areas it is more difficult to reach out to
your guides, to your twin souls, to all of those who are trying to communicate with you and
you with them.

It is difficult to make that connection because there is so much miasma in the atmosphere
around you. So find in those times find yourself out in nature, find yourself out away from
people if you can, where all those conflicting thoughts that are going on. Because
remember all thoughts go into a collective universal consciousness -- we will call it this
universal mind -- and they all go there and many people the pick up on these thoughts.
You pick up on these thoughts all the time. But if you are not centered, and this is
important, you need to learn to center yourself if you wish to connect with those who are
trying to connect with you.

Q: Yes. At one point I felt I was able to bring my other aspect through and it actually felt
right, it felt wonderful and felt like I wasn’t being influenced. She’s up on the ship and I just
wanted clarification that that is the case and her name is Commander Lady Athena.

OWS: Very good. Yes and you have received your clarification here. Not only from us but
from those who are attempting to connect with you as well.

[audio interference continues and is followed by the ongoing conversation regarding
courtesy and phone etiquette on the part of phone participants]

Q: I was wondering if you could share where some of the Cities of Light will manifest
besides Sedona?

OWS: Yes we can do that but we will not give direct locations rather some areas that they
might be. For you already know of the one in Sedona. There will be one or two in the
African area. There will be one in the Middle East area or rather several actually in that
general area. One in the what you call and the [??] in that area. And there will be one that
will eventually appear. There will be ones that will appear in South America. So in many
different places across the planet, twelve in all are here at this time to be a part of the
expression. But there will be more that will be after this as well. And this will coincide with
the movement of those of you who are ready for this up into the ships and down into Inner
Earth and Hollow Earth and all of this. All of this is part of the expression that is going to be
in the ascension process as it continues here.

Incidentally we will say here the one in Sedona is slated to be the first one and this one is
already appearing to many if they are having the eyes to see it at this time. In order to have
the eyes to see it though there must be a belief process there. They must believe it first
and then they will see it. If they do not believe it they will not yet see it.

Q: My twin flame has given me the information and I just want to check on this that he’s
one of the Jesuses. I guess an aspect of Sananda. And also that one of his reincarnations
was Bob Marley. Is that possible and does that sound correct?

OWS: First of all we will not give information such as this because it is not allowed. We
cannot say as a third party here you might say coming to you, we cannot say who your
twin flame is or who your aspects are or anything of this nature. And if we could say it,
those of us the One Who Serves would never even give this information because as we
say many times it would spoil the surprise for you. So that is not going to be given here in
this experience or in this avenue of expression here at this time. You will come to it on your
own when the moment arrives. Okay?

Q: You've given us a couple of tools, one is to go out in nature, one is the breathing for
when these negative fear-based emotions come into our head, and I also have a couple
that I've been given which is return to sender with consciousness attached or get thee
behind me. I guess I'm wondering and sometimes you are in the world of like tons of
people and you can’t get out or you live in the city or whatever. What do you think is the
very very most powerful, the most effective to really chase those thoughts right out of
there?

OWS: Breathing. Breathing deeply. Centering yourself. Calming the storm all around you.
See yourself in the center of the hurricane that is ranging around you, into the eye of the
hurricane; you as the eye of the hurricane. This would be the most helpful in those types of
situations. For everything then is blocked out. And you are centering yourself and are able
then to be in a better space within yourself in those moments. And continue to keep your
vibration higher.

OWS: Other questions here? Nothing further? Then we are ready to release channel here.

It is important as you continue to move through this month of August or rather July and into
the month of August and then into the month of September as you have heard, many
things are shifting and changing and there are going to continue to be shifts and changes
that happen as you move into these fall months, from the summer and into the fall months,
you will experience more and more of these shifts and these waves of energy that have
been coming in. And more are coming. More are coming! They have not been spoken of
directly yet but they will be.

You will be having these waves of energy and they will become more and more powerful.
All of this is to acclimate you continually to the higher energies so that when the Event
actually occurs, you are prepared and ready for it so that you are not floored yourself, and
you can feel the bliss that Sananda has said. And then you can turn around and help those
others behind you. All of this is this process.

And all of this, all of these things we have been working and helping you with is leading to
the next Advance (August 11-14 in AZ mountains) as you are ready for it. The Advance
being, for those of you that may not understand, has been called a retreat in the past. You
are not retreating away from anything anymore. You are Advancing on. This Advance that
is coming up is going to be the next step in your evolutionary process here on this planet
and in the next evolution.

We leave you now. Shanti. Peace be with you. Be the one.
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